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The direct problem in transient heat conduction requires the
determination of conditions at an interior location when conditions
are known at the boundaries of a solid. Conversely, the inverse
problem requires the determination of conditions at the boundaries
of a solid when conditions are known at an interior location. Con-
sequently special methods are required in the solution of the inverse
problem. A new method, numerical inversion of the Laplace transform,
is used to solve this complex problem. Application of this numerical
technique to the semi-infinit^pWHBP*>Wftg" cylinder, and sphere is
made, and the accuracy of solution is discussed. This method of
solution provides the engineer with a simple, powerful tool that can
be used in the determination of heat transfer phenomena in a solid.
Thesis by: Terrill Jay Wendt, entitled "Application of Numerical Inversion
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L Laplacian Operator (a linear operator)
f(t) Any transformable function of time
F(s) Laplace transform of f(t)
w(x) Weighting function
x. Real and distinct roots of the shifted Legendre polynomials
tt(x) A general orthogonal polynomial defined by equation (5)
P (r) Legendre polynomial of r and degree N
A. Coefficients (or weights) of the Legendre polynomials




b. Coefficients of the Legendre polynomials, defined in
equation (22) , or coefficients of the Laguerre polynomials
defined in equation (67)
P (x) Shifted Legendre polynomial
r Real and distinct roots of the Legendre polynomials
A. Coefficients (or weights) of the shifted Legendre polynomials
log Natural logarithm of the function indicated
a(x) Transformed temperature function, defined in equation (13)
y. Variable equal to A„ ot(x.)
a. Variable equal to F(k+1)
q The explicit inverse matrix
*'
P (x) Derivative of the shifted Legendre polynomial
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Traditionally, heat-transfer problems are concerned with the
determination of conditions at an interior location when conditions
are known at the boundaries of a solid. Such problems are known as
direct problems, and their solutions are obtained through straight-
forward classical techniques [5]. In many applications (i.e.,
re-entry thermodynamics, rocket motors, quenching), it is desired
to determine the conditions at the boundaries of a solid when
conditions are known at an interior location. Problems of this type
are known as inverse problems and require special methods of solution.
Many solutions to the inverse problem of heat conduction exist
in the literature. Stolz [19] uses numerical inversion of a specific
direct problem to solve for the heat flux at the surface of a solid.
He notes that there is appreciable damping or lag in time of the heat
flux from the interior location to the surface. This damping resulted
in oscillations of the approximate solution with resultant errors.
Burggraf [4] obtains an "exact" solution to the inverse problem in
heat conduction with internal heat generation. However Beck [4] in
commenting on this solution notes that this "exact" method must
utilize inexact measured temperature data for which accurate time
derivatives (necessary for this "exact" solution) are very difficult
to obtain. In commenting on the inaccuracies involved in using
measured temperature data, Frank [12] suggests using a least squares
fit to the data available in order to obtain an essentially smooth
temperature function for use in the solution of the inverse problem.
Sparrow, jst. al_. [18] use a modification of Laplace transform inversion
*
Numbers in brackets refer to references in the bibliography.
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by applying a convergence factor to the temperature function in the
s plane. Deverall and Channapragada [11] utilize a convergence factor
to obtain a solution for the heat flux in an inverse problem.
It is intended here to present a simple straightforward method
of obtaining solutions to inverse problems of practical interest. The
numerical technique involved in inverting the Laplace transform (used
in solving the inverse problems) was developed by Bellman and Kalaba
[2 and 3]. This method, based on orthogonal function theory and
Gaussian quadrature, is developed and tested for accuracy (Tables I
and II) . This numerical technique is applied to the semi-infinite
solid, the "long" cylinder and the sphere. The accuracy of solution
is compared graphically with the known exact solutions. The FORTRAN IV





The numerical technique Involved was developed by Bellman and
Kalaba [2] and involves the application of orthogonal function theory
to the inversion of the Laplace Transform as opposed to using the
Convolution Theorem which involves integration in the complex plane.
It is important to note that the method developed in this
section can be applied to other problems in physics, biology, eco-
nomics, chemotherapy and radiation [2].
THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM
We will first consider some of the properties of the Laplace
transform and limitations involved in applying the inverse.
Let f(t) be any sectionally continuous function defined for
t ^> 0. Then the Laplace transform of f (t) is defined as
F(s) = L{f(t)} = e St f(t)dt (1)
o
where the real part of s is large enough to make the integral (1)
convergent.
The Laplacian Operator L is a linear operator and possesses
many desirable properties, mathematically and computationally. Some
of these properties are illustrated in the following theorems which
are included here for completeness:
THEOREM I: If L{f (t)} = F (s) and L{f (t)} = F (s)11 2 2
then L{f (t) + f (t)} = F (s) + F (s)
.
12 12
THEOREM II: If L{f(t)} - F(s)
then Lff^-} = sF(s) - f(0).
d t
13








THEOREM IV: If L{f(t)} = F(s)
c f(t)dt > =
- F(s)
THEOREM V: If L{f(t)} = F(s)
then L{f(at)} = - f(—).
a va/
THEOREM VI: Initial Value Theorem.
If L{f(t)} = F(s)
then
Limit
_,, , Limit -,.%
sF(s) = f(t)
THEOREM VII : Final Value Theorem.
If L{f(t)} = F(s)
then
Limit
sF(s) = Limit f(t).
g->oo v ' fc-XJO
THEOREM VIII : Superposition Theorem.




f(t)g(t-t)dt? = L g(t)f(t-t)dt
« FCs)G(s)
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INSTABILITY OF THE INVERSE OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM
The instability of the inverse of the Laplace transform can
be illustrated by considering the function
f(t) = sin cot.
The Laplace transform of f (t) is then
L{sin ait} =
-^2 (2)
Now it is known that sin 0Jt is bounded in amplitude by (1,-1); but as
co is increased, sin cot oscillates correspondingly more rapidly.







In other words small changes in s can cause arbitrarily large
changes in t with respect to the period of oscillation. Consequently
we cannot sift or filter out rapid oscillations by using values of
F(s). Such difficulties as mentioned above can be avoided only if
f(t) is an essentially smooth function, which is an implicit assump-
tion in the following development.
NUMERICAL QUADRATURE
There are several methods that can be used to approximate a
definite integral in terms of a finite sum. The method employed here
is based on Gaussian Quadrature and is used because of convergence
properties and exactness of solution [15]. Consider the integral
approximation
rb M
w(x)f(x)dx = 2_ A.f(x.). (3)
a i-1
X 1
By minimizing the function




we can assume that the summation involved in equation (3) is exact
for a prescribed accuracy, e, for any polynomial of degree less than
or equal to M. The x.'s and the A 's are to be determined so that
equation (3) is exact for a polynomial f(x) of high degree. Here
the x.'s are called the roots (or nodes), the A 's are called the
coefficients (or weights) , and w(x) is called the weighting function
of the function f(x).
With this background let us examine the numerical approxima-
tion to an integral which will be used later to invert the Laplace
transform. Let
M
(5)7T(x) = 1 " (X-X ) ,
i=l























(x)dx = 0, (8)
for all polynomials QN_M (X ) • Then from equation (3) we have
w(x)P
N
(x)dx = 2_ A.PN (Xi ) (9)
a i=l
If equation (8) is to be valid for all polynomials Q-
T M for<N-M
N
_> M, it must be valid for
rb
K
w(x)tt(x)x dx = 0,
a
K - 1,2,...,N-M












i = 0,1,2,... ,N-M (12)
which is a system of M equations in the c.'s if N = 2M-1.
The system of equations in (12) has a unique solution ^f and
only if the matrix of coefficients is nonsingular.
The determinant of this matrix is called a Vandermonde deter-













Since the x ' s are real and distinct points (roots), the determinant
in (13) does not vanish and the b 's can be uniquely determined.
It can be shown that the zeros of tt(x) , determined by its
coefficients (c.), are real and in the interval (a,b). It can also
be shown that Q (x) is a polynomial of degrees M-l, where N = 2M-1,
Now let tt.(x) and tt„(x) designate the functions \.(x) deter-
mined by their coefficients for M - i and M = j respectively. Then
rb
w(x)tt (x)TT.(x)dx = i* J (14)
If i < j, then tt.(x) is a polynomial of degree less than j; and the
result follows from equation (8), which has been verified. From
equation (14), 77. (x) and tt.(x) are said to be orthogonal on the
interval (a,b) with respect to the weight function w(x)
.
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For each value of M, the x.'s in equation (3) are taken as
the zeros of tl.(x) as determined by its coefficients. The A 's inM i
equation (3) can then be determined by the method of undetermined
coefficients. It can be shown that all of the A.'s are positive.
Therefore for a given weight function w(x) and interval of
integration (a,b) , the zeros of the polynomials tt (x) , as determined
by their coefficients (c„), need be computed only once . Likewise
the corresponding A.'s need be computed only once .
GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE
Since we have been dealing with any orthogonal function t (x)
,
let us indicate the specific orthogonal functions used in the fol-
lowing development. The Legendre polynomials are the unique Gauss
quadrature polynomials [15] in the interval (-1,1) (or any finite
interval) with weighting function
w(r) = 1 (15)
Let us denote the Legendre polynomials, in accordance with
common practice, by the notation PN (r) where
t, / n / n (2N)! ,,«P
N
(r) = 7T(r)
2 j^ (N ; )2 , (16)
and the interval of expansion is (-1,1). These polynomials are defined
by the Rodrigue's formula
Vr) " W! J& (r 2-jf • (")







= M j> N . (18)
'-l
The recursion relations for the Legendre polynomials are then
W r) (tsi)1 V r > - (m) h-iM < (19)
w-V^fe)'.'"1 ' (20)
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Consequently the least squares polynomial approximation
(Gaussian Quadrature) to f(x) over (-1,1) with respect to constant
weighting function is
N
f(r) = 2>KPK (r), (21)
K=0
1










l (r-r.) PM x (r)
—1 1 JN




We have now examined a specific orthogonal polynomial, the
Legendre polynomial. However, it is most convenient in the following
development to consider the shifted Legendre polynomials. The reason
for employing these polynomials is twofold . First, the interval of
expansion (0,1) of the shifted Legendre polynomials corresponds to
that involved in obtaining an explicit inverse matrix. Second, the
coefficients of the shifted Legendre polynomials are all integers
,
which is an important property computationally.
Since the roots and weights have been tabulated for the
interval (-1,1) [19], it is a simple matter to obtain the roots and










where P (x) are the shifted Legendre polynomials „ Consequently the


















NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM
We have now laid a proper foundation for obtaining an explicit
inverse matrix to be used in inverting the Laplace transform. Let us









therefore t = - log x (29)
Substituting equation (29) into equation (27) we obtain
x
S" 1
u(-log x)dx = F(s). (30)
o
Now let a(x) = u(-log x) (31)
and then equation (30) becomes
x
S_:L




If we make g(x) = a(x)x. , then using the quadrature formula
'i J- *
X




N5" A. x. S a(x.) = F(s). (34)
i=l 1 1 X
Letting s = 1,2,...,N, we obtain a linear system of N equations in
the N unknowns, a(x.), i = 1,2,...,N,
J- *\> A. x a(x.) = F(K+1) k = 0,1,...,N-l (35)
i=l X 1
It is our intention here to obtain
N-l
a(x.) »^V,„F(ic+l), i = 1,2 N, (36)
1 ^ IK
K=0
where the a. 's are constants independent of F(k+1) , determined once
IK
and for all for each N, and tabulated.
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and a = F(k+1) . (38)





= \ ' K - 0,1,.-.,N-1. (39)
i=l
Multiplying the K equation by a parameter q , and adding the
Is.
corresponding terms in all the equations, we get
N /N-l \ N-l








we have ^iy±HXj) = ^l aK\ » (42)i=l k=o
where f(x) is a polynomial of degree N-l, to be chosen in some
convenient manner.
We want to determine the y.'s, and thus we require that
f(x) = f (x) such that
f.(x.) = 6..
=f?
l * 1 ' (43)
an orthogonality condition. If
Vx) -2CSq ** • < A4)J K=0 J
equation (42) reduces to
N-l
y. = > a q . , (45)
J K=0 J
where q „, K = 0,1,...,N-l, are determined by the orthogonality
condition in equation (43)
.
Since the interval of integration involved in the preceding
development is (0,1) , we will use the shifted Legendre polynomials
in approximating the integral in equation (32). Because the x.'s are
21





The desired q._.'s in equation (45) are the coefficients in
this polynomial of degree N-l. Repeating this procedure for each j
yields the desired inverse matrix (q .).
INTERLACING OF THE ROOTS
It should be noted that the roots (x.) for different N inter-
lace (Appendix B) . Consequently the values of time
t. = -log x. (47)
l ° l
intertwine, and the results for one N may be combined with those of
another N to obtain both a check on the results and an enlarged set
of t values for extrapolation purposes.
CHANGE OF TIME SCALE
The method of inversion described for the Laplace transform
provides approximate values for the function u(t) at discrete values
of t. For general N, we obtain u(t.) at the points t. = -log x s where
x are the roots (or zeros) of the shifted Legendre polynomials, V (x)
,
It is obvious that the inverse transform is thus determined for
a very small range of t values. Since increasing N does not signifi-
cantly increase the range of t, we must resort to another method of
time scaling. Recall that if






then from Theorem V, it follows that
L{u(at)} =\ F(|j. (49)
22
Therefore using the approximate relation
£ A^'Va log x.) - \ F(f) , (50)
we can determine u(t) for values of t. = -a log x„,
ALTERNATE METHODS
Although the method of inverting the Laplace transform pre-
sented involves the use of the shifted Legendre polynomials, there
are several other methods that can be used in obtaining an explicit
inverse matrix. The first is the Method of Papoulis which utilizes
the Legendre polynomials and the second is based on a different set
of orthogonal polynomials, the Laguerre polynomials
,
Papoulis Method
The Papoulis method of inversion involves the expansion of f(t)
into a series of Legendre polynomials and uses the classical interval
of orthogonality (-1,1). It is clear from this method how a particular
region of the time scale may be examined by changing the scale factor
Y [8].







log x) E f(x), (52)
Making these substitutions into equation (1) we get
YF(s) = x (s/y)-l £ (x)dx 9 (53)
J
o
By expressing s in terms of y as s = (2<+l)y, equation (53) becomes
YF(2ky+Y)
f 1 2k f(x)dx. (54)
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Defining f(x) as an even function (i.e., f(x) = f(-x)), the function
f(x) can be expanded into a series of even Legendre polynomials as
00
f(x) =2 CNP 2N (x) - (55)
N=o
Using the fact that P„ (e ' ) is an even polynomial in e '
—Yt
of degree 2N, Papoulis shows that the transform of P ?N (e ) is of
the form
P(s) = P (s) = (s-y)(s-3Y)...[s-(2N-l) T ] (56)nsj
*2lT 8; s(s+2y) ... (s+2Ny) ° b;
Replacing s first by y then 3y, 5y, . . . (2N+l)y ... in equation (56),
gives the following system of equations to evaluate C :
yF(y) = C
q
YF(3Y ) = I Co + ll C l
(57)
Ff2Nv+Y^ = -H2_ + 2NCl . , 2N(2N-2) . .
.
2CN
jj^wy-nr; - 2N+1 f (2N+l)(2N+3) " (2N+1) (2N+3) . . . (4N+1) *





The Laguerre polynomials are the unique Gauss quadrature
polynomials in the interval (O, 00) with weighting function
w(x) = e"ax . (59)
Denote the Laguerre polynomials by L (x) where
L
N
(x) = tt(x)(-1) N
,
(60)
and the interval of expansion is (0,°°), These polynomials are defined
by the Rodrigue's formula
x / \ ok d / N -ax) , t , NVax) = e d^vx e / ' (61)
24







= M =h N (62)
o
Consequently the resursion relations are
L
N+1
(x) = (1 + 2N - x) L
N










The least squares polynomial approximation to f(x) over (O, 00)




is F(x) = X bKVax > » ( 66 >
K=0





f(x) L (ax)dx . (67)
Consequently the coefficients (or weights) become
r°° L„(ax)




Using the properties stated above, a similar procedure to that
employed with the Legendre polynomials may be performed and an explicit
inversion formula derived.
TEST CASES
A numerical technique has been developed based on shifted
Legendre polynomials to invert the Laplace transform of a function.
Let us now examine the accuracy obtained in utilizing this technique.
Two test functions are considered. The first function is
u(t) = constant = 1 where the Laplace transform is v(s) = — . The
8
second test function is u(t) = e where the Laplace transform is
v(s) = —pr • The results obtained for these test cases are tabulated
s+l
25
in Tables I and II. Notice that the accuracy decreases as N (number
of roots) increases. However 8-9 figure accuracy is obtained in
test cases I and 6-9 figure accuracy is obtained in test case II.


































































































































































III. THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The problems presented in this section are representative of
typical one, two, and three dimensional geometries. They were selected
because of the existence of exact solutions, necessary for comparison
of results. However, more complicated geometries can be accommodated
by this method of solution, but the equations and analysis become
quite complex. The FORTRAN IV programs used in the solution of these
problems are listed in Appendix A.
DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES
The solution to a problem in heat conduction can always be
expressed in terms of dimensionless variables. This is usually done
when making numerical calculations and is adopted here because of
simplification in the differential equations involved and generality
in application of the solutions obtained.











6£ 2 3R 2
% = R YN
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THE SEMI-INFINITE SOLID
The method of numerical inversion of the Laplace transform
is now applied to the solution of the semi-infinite solid. Since
there exists no physical characteristic length, dimensional variables
are used in the solution to this problem.
The partial differential equation governing the temperature
function is





u(x,0) = . (71)
The solution of this direct problem is
u(x,t) = 4Bti 2 erfc ~— . (72)
J2 Kt
Using this solution as the known temperature function at x. (an
interior location), we can solve the inverse problem to obtain u(0,t)
at x = (the surface of the solid). Here the exact solution is known
as
u(0,t) = Bt . (73)
Transforming the differential equation into the s plane we obtain the
ordinary differential equation
0-fv-O (74)
where v is the Laplace transform of u(x,t) and is a function of x and
s. The solution to equation (74) is of the form
v(x,s) = A e"^ X (75)







and therefore the solution of equation (74) becomes
/ \ / . ^- Js/K (x-Xt ) ,.,-..v(x,s) = v(x-,s)e N 1 (77)
Since the temperature function at an interior location x
1
is given
in equation (72), we can solve equation (77) by taking the Laplace
transform of equation (72) which then becomes
v(x
n
,s) = —5- e M 1 (78)
Substituting equation (78) into equation (77) we have the solution
in the s plane as
,
. /B -JsTk x.) -IsTk (x-x.)
,,onv(x
1
,s) - f-y e >l ye si V (79)
At the surface of the solid x = 0, and the solution is
v(0,s) -K e'sF7^ xl) eJ^ x l (80)
Taking the Laplace inverse of equation (80) we obtain the solution
in the time plane at x = (the surface of the solid).
An illustration of the semi-infinite problem is presented
in Figure 1. In obtaining the results plotted in Figure 2 it was
found advantageous to use a convergence factor. The convergence
factor e was added to the function u(x,t) to improve the accuracy
of solution. The function u(x,t) was multiplied by e , transformed
into the s plane and subsequently inverted back into the time plane.
The final answer was then multiplied by e . Note that the Laplace
transform of this function is
L{e_tu(x,t)} = F(s+1).
THE LONG CYLINDER
The basic assumption involved in the solution of the "long"
cylinder is that the cylinder is sufficiently long so that end effects
can be neglected. In other words conduction is considered to be only
31
in the radial direction (Figure 1) . The governing partial differential
equation for the temperature function u(r,t) is




u(r,0) = . (83)
In terms of dimensionless variables, the solution of the direct
problem can be represented as the sum of an infinite series as
where the a^ are defined by
J
Q
(aN ) = . (85)
Using this solution as the known temperature function at p.
(an interior location) , we can solve the inverse problem to obtain
u(p,x) at p = 1 (the surface). Here the exact solution is known as
u(1,t) = T . (86)
Proceeding as before we find that the solution of the inverse
problem in the s plane is
v(l,s) = v(p,,s) S"^-' \ . (87)^r s i^f^ >
T(p ,.) ^ - J^ll + 2±U-\ l°W*> . (88)KiJV s 2 4s §=I^N2+s/ otN 3 J x (aN )
where
, i ^ 2
By numerically inverting equation (87) , we obtain the solution of
the inverse problem at the surface (p = 1) where the exact solution
is given by equation (86)
.
The results obtained for the "long" cylinder are plotted in
Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that as the distance from the
surface is increased, the accuracy of solution decreases (Figure 5).
32
This is reasonable since the temperature will be dampened more as the
distance is increased. Let us consider a characteristic parameter
1-r
2jKt
If a thermal penetration depth is taken as
6 = 2jlCt ,
then physical significance can be given to r\. Now we can examine the
accuracy of solution as r\ is varied. In Figure 5, surface temperature
is plotted versus n for 6 = constant. It can be seen that as r\ is
increased, the accuracy of solution decreases. Since the only variable
in n is now r, it is obvious that as r increases, the accuracy of
solution increases. By interpreting small r\ as "close" to the surface
and large n as "far away" from the surface, we can see the effects
of damping on the solution.
A convergence factor was also used in this problem to improve
the accuracy. As before, e was used as the convergence factor, and
it can be seen from Figure 4 that the solution is improved. However
the results obtained are not quite as good as the other problems
considered. The inaccuracy introduced into this problem is due to
the evaluation of an infinite series of Bessel functions.
THE SPHERE
The basic assumption involved in the solution of the sphere
is axial symmetry. In other words the temperature function is not
dependent on $ (Figure 1) . The governing partial differential equa-
tion for the temperature function u(r,t) is
?-*(lf + f£). <*«
33
subject to the boundary conditions
u(R,t) = Bt , (90)
and
u(r,0) = . (91)
In terms of dimensionless variables, the solution of the






2 ^T" (-1) -N 2 7T 2 T
.
... N ....u (p,T) = T -
-f- - -T- 2L "Sp- e sm(NTrp). (92)M N=l
Using this solution as the known temperature function at
p (an interior location) , we can solve the inverse problem to
obtain u(p,T) at p = 1 (the surface). Here the exact solution is
known as
u(l,x) = T . (93)
Proceeding as before we find that the solution of the inverse
problem in the s plane is
P]_ sinh (sfs)





oo N / \
v(p, ,s) = —5- -
1 s 6s ,n" 3 p 1 ^
By numerically inverting equation (94) , we obtain the solution of
the inverse problem at the surface (p = 1) where the exact solution
is given by equation (93)
.
The results obtained for the sphere are plotted in Figure 7.
Here as before a convergence factor e was used to improve the
solution. The results shown in Figure 7 are in very good agreement
with the known exact solution.
34























IN THE RADIAL DIRECTION.
FIGURE I
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In the determination of surface temperature by the method of
numerical inversion of the Laplace transform, it was found necessary
to utilize a convergence factor to improve accuracy. The function
u(x,t) was multiplied by e , transformed into the s plane, and
numerically inverted into the time plane. Then the function obtained
was multiplied by e to obtain the desired surface temperature function
u(0,t). This method caused the approximation to converge to the known
exact solution. In the semi-infinite solid and the sphere, the
results obtained from the use of the convergence factor were very
good. In the "long" cylinder the results obtained were not quite as
good. The inaccuracy introduced in this problem is due to the evalua-
tion of an infinite series of Bessel functions.
The damping effects were considered for the case of the "long"
cylinder. It was found that as the distance from the surface was
increased, the accuracy of the solution decreased. This was a
reasonable result, since it was logical to expect the solution to
lag as the distance from the surface was increased.
The use of time scaling (mentioned in section II) was only
incorporated in the semi-infinite solid FORTRAN IV program, but it
can be included in the other problems . Although the initial tempera-
ture distribution was taken as zero, any reasonable initial tempera-
ture distribution can be handled with this method . Such a change
would simply result in more terms to be inverted. Also it should be
noted that although the solution was obtained for the surface tempera-
ture, heat flux at the surface can also be determined.
41
CONCLUSIONS
Three geometries were considered in the solution to the
inverse problem in transient heat conduction. These geometries,
the semi- infinite solid, "long" cylinder, and sphere, are typical
of one, two, and three dimensional problems respectively (it should
be noted here that an analogous approach can be made in the solution
to the finite plane bounded by two parallel planes) . Solutions were
obtained which agreed very well to the known exact solution.
Several parameters were investigated with respect to the
effects on the accuracy of solution. It was found in all cases that
utilizing a convergence factor caused the solution to better approxi-
mate the known exact solution. The damping effect was considered in
the "long" cylinder problem. As expected it was found that as p,
increased (distance from the surface decreased) the accuracy of
solution increased.
Therefore the solutions obtained indicate that the method of
numerically inverting the Laplace transform provides an accurate
approximation to the known exact solutions.
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IV. SUMMARY
The numerical technique involved in numerically inverting the
Laplace transform was methodically developed. Elementary theorems
of the Laplace transform were introduced, and the instability of the
inverse of the Laplace transform was briefly discussed. Gaussian
quadrature methods were subsequently introduced and developed. The
shifted Legendre polynomials were then examined for several reasons.
It was found that the coefficients of the shifted polynomials were
integers, and the region of orthogonality (0,1) was found to be most
convenient in the following development. Then, an explicit inverse
matrix was found which would be used later to solve the inverse prob-
lem in transient heat conduction Two useful numerical properties
were discussed. Interlacing of the roots (and therefore times) was
found useful in interpolation of the results, while change of the
time scale was found useful in extending the range of times. Two
alternate methods of solution (Papoulis and Gauss-Laguerre quadrature)
that could be used to obtain an explicit inverse matrix were subse-
quently introduced. Finally, the explicit inverse matrix was tested
for accuracy. The two test cases employed were for the functions
u(t) = 1, and u(t) = e . The accuracy was found to be very good for
both cases.
Three geometries were considered in the solution of the
inverse problem in transient heat conduction. These problems, the
semi- infinite solid, "long" cylinder and sphere, are typical of one,
two, and three dimensional problems - They were chosen because of the
existence of exact solutions. It should be noted that the results
obtained were for discrete points and not for a continuous spectra of
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information. Consequently this method is applicable to problems
where discrete information is known (i.e., data from experiment).
Several parameters were examined with respect to influence
on the accuracy of solution. A convergence factor e was found
to improve the accuracy of solution in all cases considered. It
was found that as the distance from the surface was increased,
the accuracy of solution decreased. This was considered reasonable
since damping effects should be more noticeable at greater distances
from the surface.
Consequently the solution to the inverse problem in transient
heat conduction by numerical inversion of the Laplace transform was
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1. The Semi-infinite Solid
The following program is listed:
SEMI-INFINITE PLANE SOLUTION USING DIMENSIONLESS
VARIABLES IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM,




FORTRAN IV PROGRAM SYMBOLS
MAIN PROGRAMS
A Explicit inverse matrix
R Roots of the shifted Legendre polynomials (x„)
W Weights of the shifted Legendre polynomials (A„)
Tl Values of time (t, = -log x.)
Kt Kt
TAU Non-dimensional time (t = -rj =
^y)
RO Distance (p)
R01 Interior location (p..)
APPR Approximate value of v(x,s)
XK Reciprocal of K
EXACT Known exact solution
SCALE Scale factor (a)
C Value of e~ u(p,x)
ALFA Roots of the equation J (cO =
ARG Argument of the function J (aNp-^)
ARQ Argument of the function I (Js p..)
ARP Argument of the function I ( fs )
BESSO Resultant value of J (o^P-^
BESS1 Resultant value of ^-,(0
BISS Resultant value of I (JT )
o ^
BISS1 Resultant value of I (Js p.,)
ADA Value of n,
















SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE:
. . ... 1. INITIAL TEMPERATURE OISTRIRUTTON IS ZERO.
2. SURFACE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IS: U(1,TAU)*TAU








































INV(N-r^i W tA )
106)
1,M



























4 I 1 =
( I U = SCALE*T1( H)/XK
1



















































































.LT. 1.000) GO TO 24
H~lrrW-
3X,«THE VALUE OF R01 IS «,F6.4,//)
3X f 'THE VALUE OF N IS ••15,//)
2(2X,D24.17) ,/)
10X^ 'ROOTS «^rl3Xt 'WEIGHTS'^//)
5X,'T a-LOG R«,20X,/ f 024.17,/)
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2. The "Long" Cylinder
The following program is listed:
TWO-DIMENSIONAL "LONG" CYLINDER SOLUTION.






SOLUTIHN OF THE INVFRSE PROBLEM IN TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE:
1, INITIAL TEMP DISTRIBUTION IS ZERO.
2. SURFACE TFMP DISTRIBUTION IS : U ( 1 , T AU ) =T All.
III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL "LONG"C YL I NDER SOLUTION.
DIMFNSION TKlS) f A(15,15),R!15),W!l5),TAU!l5),C!15),Rn!15),APP
*R(15).FXACT(15),ARG(21),SUMI15KALFA(15) f ARP(2O>,ARO(2 r>),ROl(?0»













DO 4 I 1 = 1,
N
4 TAU! II)=T1! I I)/XK








S = I S!






















DO 50 J=1,N --







WRITE (6, 70) (TAU! I ),F( I), EXACT ( I), I* UN)
ip=ip+1 ......
ROK IP)=R01( IP-1)*0.1D*00
IF(R01( IP). LT. 1.000) GO TO 24
100 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
60 FORMAT!//, UX, 'TIME' ,14X, 'APPROXIMATE VALUE* , 15X, • EXACT VALUE*
*,//)
70 F0RMAT(3(2X,D24.17) ,/)
80 -— FORMAT!//, 3X, 'THE VALUE OF R01 IS • ,F6.4. // > ~
83 FORMAT!//, 3X, 'THE VALUE OF N IS «,I5,//)
1C2 FORMAT!//, 2!2X, 024. 17) ,/)
106 FORMAT!//, 10 X, •ROOTS* 13X, • WE IGHTS* , //






The following program is listed:
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE SOLUTION.




SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE:
1. INITIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION TS ZERO.
2. SURFACE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IS: U(1.TAU)=TAU
IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE SOLUTION--- -
DIMENSION T1(15),A(1«>,15),R<15).W(15) »TAU<15) »C( IS) f RO( 1 1 ) • APP
*R (15)
,
EXACT! 15), SUM! 15) , ROl! 21)
SEAL* 8 A,R,W,C,T1, TAU, APPR ,E XAC T, SUM, F ! 20
)
DO 100 JJ = 2, 15
CALL INPUT(N,R,W,T1)
CAl L EXPINV(N,R,W,A)
_ WRITE (A* 106)
DO 20 1=1,
N
20 WRITF(6, 102)R( I) tW( I
)
XK= 16 . OOCOOOOOOOOOOOO
DO 4 I 1 = 1,











—6 SUM( I S)=-SUM* l_S)+r(-i)**K/K**3)*-( K00+00/!K**2*PI**2 + S) )*SIN<K*-
*PI*RQ1( IP) )
APPR( IS) = ( ( 1.0D + 00/S**2)-< ( 1.0D+00-R01! I P ) **2) / ( 6.0D«-00*S ) )-(2
.00+00/ ( PI** 3*R01( IP)
)
)*SUM( IS) ) ROl ( IP) *SI NH( SORT( S ) ) /< SI NH( SORT!
*S)*R01 ( IP ) )*XK) ... -
EXACT( IS)=TAU( IS)
90 CONTINUE
DO 50 I = 1,N




>=C( I)+A( I, J)*APPR( J)
DO 62 J=1,N
62 F(J )=C( J )*DEXP(T1( J)
WRITE!6,8C)R01( IP)
WRITE(6,60)
WRITE (6, 70) (TAU! I ),F! I ), EXACT! I ),I=1,N)jp^IP+1 _ _
ROl ( IP )=P01( IP-D+0.1D+00
IF(R01( IP) .LT. 1.000) GO TO 24
100 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
60 FORMAT!//, 11X, 'TIME' ,14X, 'APPROXIMATE VALUE •» 15X ,' EXACT VALUE 1
,//)
70 F0RMAT(3(2X,D24.17) ,/)
80 F0RMAT(//^3X, 'THE VALUE- -OF—R-ai—l-S *^F 6» 4 , / / )
102 FORMAT!//, 2!2X,D24. 17) ,/)
106 FORMAT!//, 10 X, 'ROOTS' ,13X, 'WEIGHTS' ,//)
108 FORMAT!//, 5X f «T =-LOG R
•
,20X, /, 024. 17,/
)
END — — —
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4. Subroutines






"Subroutine BESJ" and "subroutine BESI," System/360
Scientific Subroutine Package (360A-CM-Q3X) Version II Programmer's
Manual . White Plains, New York: International Business Machines













IS! PI |)S = N+ 1
no 10 m=i.npu»s
C ( m , 1 ) = 1 . o i - n "j
on ?o k=i.nplus
OG 20 M=l f |MPLUS




IF(K.GT.M) on TO 40
*y.











K = K — 1
B(I,K)=C(N+1,K+1)+XI*B(I,K+1)






00 180 1=1, N








PRFV1 = PPEV? . ;
PRFV2=PRFV3
Z1 = N





OFNn-V = W( V)*0 (M)







































IflN PC IS) ,W( IS) »T( IS)
R .W,T
, 1^0 )N
I = 1 t M
• 10DRM )
I * 1 t N
, 1 1 ) W ( I )










C COMPUTE THE I BESSEL EUNCTION FOR A GIVEN AROUMFNT AND ORDER
C ^
C USAGE r-
C CALL BESK if,N,BI ,IER)
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C X -THE ARGUMENT OF THE I BESSEL FUNCTION DESIRED
C N -THE ORDER OF THE I BESSEL FUNCTION DESIRFO
C BI -THE PESUITANT I BESSEL FUNCTION
C IER-RFSULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE
C IER=0 NO ERROR
C IFR=1 N IS NEGATIVE
C IER=2 X IS NEGATIVE
C IER=3 UNDERFLOW, BI .LT. l.E-69, BI SET TO 0.0
C IER=4 OVERFLOW, X .GT. 170 WHERE X .GT. N
C
C REMARKS
C N AND X MUST BE .GE. ZERO
C




C COMPUTES I BESSEL FUNCTION USING SERIES OR ASYMPTOTIC






SUBROUTINE BFSI(X,N, BWIER) —
REAL*8 X,XX,TER*,BI,TOL
C












C IF ARGUMENT GT 12 AND GT N, USE ASYMPTOTIC FORM
C
IFIX-12. ) AC, 40, 30
30 IF(X-FLOAT(N) 140,40,110
C





55 DO 6C 1=1,
N
FI = I














IF (l)ABS( TCP M) -OARS (RT*T0l )) 100,10^,8080rK=K*(N4K) -
TFRV=TFRM*{XX/FK)
9C HI=MI+TERM
RETURN HI AS ANSWER
100 RETURN



































































COMPUTE THE J BESSFL FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN ARGUMENT AND PROF
USAGE
CALL BESJ( X,N,BJ,D, TER )
DESCRIPTION OF PAPAMFTFRS
. X -THF ARGUMFNT OF THF J BFSSFL FUNCTION DESIRED
N -THE ORDER OF THE J BESSFL FUNCTION DESIPFD
BJ -THF RESULTANT J BFSSEL FUNCTION
D -REQUIRED ACCURACY
IER-RESULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE
IER=0 MO ERROR
-: IER-1— N IS NEGATIVE —
IER=2 X IS NFGATIVF OR 7ERO
IPR=3 REQUIRED ACCURACY NOT OBTAINED
IER = 4 RANGE OF N COMPARED TO X NOT CORRECT (SFF PEMAPKS
REMARKS
N MUST BE GREATER THAN PR EQUAL TO ZERO, BUT IT MUST BE
LESS THAN
20+10*X--X**—2A3 FfVR—X-IESS—T-HAN-OR- EQUAL—TO" 15
90+X/2 FOR X GREATER THAN 15.
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
NONE
METHOD
RECURRENCE RELATION TECHNIQUE DESCRIBFD BY H. GOLDSTEIN AND
RvM.-THALERv/?RECUR-RENCE-TECHNIQ»JES~FOR THF -CALCULATION -OF—
BESSFL FUNCTIONS5UM.T.A.C. ,V. 13, PP. 102-l^fl AND I. A. STEGHN
AND M. ABRAM0WITZ»3GENERATI0N OF BESSFL FUNCTIONS ON HIGH





























M = N+1 ,
8PREV=.0
COMPUTE STARTING VAtUE-OF~M-













SET UPPFR LIMIT OF M
VVAV=NTEST
6Q
110 Of) 1QO M=M7FRfl.MMAXj3














F V = F M 1
FVl = 8f^K

















ROOTS OF THE SHIFTED LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS
AND CORRESPONDING WEIGHTS
*
The roots, x., of the shifted Legendre polynomial P (x) are






The coefficients (or weights) of the shifted Legendre






where A.'s are the weights of the Legendre polynomial PM (r) in the























































































































































































































































































This table gives the coefficients of the first fifteen









N ^-— Nk '
K=0
where P (x) = P (l-2x). The recurrence relation for these
coefficients is
(N-1)C„ = (2N-3)C.. , - (N-2)CM „ - (4N-6)CM . . .Nk N-1,k N-2,k N-1,k-1
All of these coefficients are integers but due to machine conversion
from hexadecimal to decimal, noninteger numbers may be printed in
this table. In other words
-0.13999999999999990D 03 represents the integer -14. The coef-
ficients are printed in order of lowest to highest power of x. For
example




































































































































































































































Negatives of Logarithms of Roots of
Shifted Legendre Polynomials













i = 1, 2, ... , N;
N = 3, A, ... , 15.
It can be readily observed from these tables that the times
or t values interlace for different N, making possible the use of
more t values for extrapolation purposes.
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The derivatives of the shifted Legendre polynomials tabulated
in this table are evaluated at the roots and listed in order of
smallest to largest root. For example,
P
5
* (0.5000) = -3.75.
Recalling that the recurrence relation for the derivative of
the Legendre polynomial is
(x 2 -l) P
N






































































































































































The coefficients of the polynomials P (x)/(x-x.) are
tabulated in order of smallest to largest root, x
, and lowest to
highest power. For example,
P
5
*(x)/(x-CL5000) - -1.05x°+30.4x 1 -188.5x 2+389„8x 3-252x !\




x-x . *—z ik
i K=0
where x. is a root of the shifted Legendre polynomial P (x) , and

















il , i = 1,2, ..., N.
The Legendre coefficients C are defined by
N
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COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS

















































































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
P
n













































































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
P (x)/(x-xi ) (continued)
















































































































































































































































































































































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
?
n
(x)/(x-x i ) (continued)



























































































































































































































































13) N = 14
I « 11











































































(N » 1*0 (N » 1*0



























































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
P
n (
x )/( x~xi) (continued)






























































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
P (x)/(x-x i ) (continued)







































































































































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
P (x')/(x-x.) (continued)






















































































































































COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIALS
•P
n
(x)/(x-x i ) (continued)




















































ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS
From equations (37j and (45) it is evident that the explicit
Inverse matrix with division by weights Is the necessary matrix for
use in obtaining the temperature function;









ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS
3 ;N




























































ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE







































































ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE



































































ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT IWV3RSE

















































































ELEMENTS OF TEE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX -WITH DIVISION. BY WEIGHTS








































































iLEE.BNTS 0? CE& EXPLICIT IN/^RSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WS1 rHTS





































































ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS







































































ELEMENT. OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX »VITH DIVISION BY HEIGHTS
( N = 11)
1 = 5
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ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE









































( N « 12)







































li 3 JKTb OF THE EXPLIC I C [tfVBSSE








































( N = 12)
1 = 9
0.6153 151 3164492020D 01
0.9301 jc 44277o089 30D 03
•0. 32449465759824320D 05
0.45 0097275 3631060D 06
•0.33'--05904613610080D 07
0.14064233ol9780170D 08




0. 193921 O0178185280D 06




























ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE























































































3Li& i . Oj* CHE EXPLICIT LtSTVii i: J


























































































ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS




























































ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS































































ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
































































3LEMi*NTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATRIX WITH DIVISION BY WEIGHTS
































































ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE

































































ELEMENTS OP THE EXPLICIT INVERSE
MATHIX WITH DIVISION BY fffilG ITS









































09 v.. 536252329650570103 09
10 -^.194b37996342654303 10
10 0.49^450c62010870303 10












08 -0.1446428 38183594003 08
08 0.117362460056593803 09










ELEMENTS OF THE EXPLICIT INVERSE



































































ELEMENTS OF THE EX FLIC IT INVERSE
Iv:/' THIX WITH DIVISION BY HEIGHTS
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The direct problem in transient heat conduction requires the determination
of conditions at an interior location when conditions are known at the boundaries
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